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Gold-Plated Talossan faucets!!
Woolley and missus abscond from Colorado.  Queen seen at Denver airport sporting 

new fur coat and sapphire ring...  TSA stops King with carry-ons full of cash wrapped 
in xeroxes of TNN magazine...  Woolley heard mumbling, "I am still King of Talossa"...

24 February 2013, Editorial by GV: 

While new-ish Talossans might mistakenly believe otherwise, the Talossan 
tradition of trust in its selected people with at least small sums of money as well 
as the grand tradition of Talossan-themed merchandise is long and proud.

TNN had an annual subscription of about ten dollars, and ca. 1995-7 to ca. 2002, 
the online Talossan Bookstore featuring 'Books by Ben' and 'Books by [JJ]'.  And 
in about 2000-2002,  Ieremiác'h Ventrútx had his online Talossan store on 
Cafepress.com - an archive of our store page may be had at 
http://web.archive.org/web/20010815104451/http://www.talossa.com/store.html

In about 2002, Ián Metáiriâ sold his archives to the highest bidder.  Gödefrïeu 
Válcadác'h and Mighael Pôp bought the items together.  Included in the sale 
were the complete master copies of TNN Editions 63-265 and Invasion of the 
Androids.

Then, there came what I call the 'Great Change' in Talossa: the 2003-2012 period 
(with emphasis on 2003-2007) in which the Talossan nation was completely re-
made and in which the last thing on anyone's mind was stuff like t-shirts and 
mousepads.

With the 'Great Change' done, however, we have started things anew and on a 
fiduciary level heretofore never imagined before in Talossa.  This from 
Burgermeister M.T. Patritz da Biondeu via Witt XII 8105.0 (retrieved on 24 ii 
2013)...
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Official Document of the Royal Treasury

Financial Report of the 44th Cosa
2/21/2013

The following information accounts for each financial transaction made by and for the Kingdom of 
Talossa.

$774.87 - Start of Cosa 44
+ .78 - Interest accrued during C44
- 50.35 - Chain (44RZ14 Section 1.a)
+ 272.00 - Stamp Kickstarter
- 26.48 - Stamp Kickstarter Fees
- 195.05 - Printing
- 12.40 - Shipping of Kickstarter Perks
- 33.00 - Flag (44RZ14 Section 1.b)
$730.37
- 10.00 - Medallion (44RZ14 Section 1.a) Outstanding
$720.37 - End of Cosa 45

<end of Witt post>

I will not go into the details of the stamps, flag, and 'Medallion Oustanding', and 
other brilliant and much-needed projects, but I will certainly delve a little into 
the spectre of a future Burgermeister absconding with all that money.  

Note that I am NOT saying anyone in Talossa at this writing has done 
anything wrong with money entrusted to them.  I am actually paying great 
compliment to Burgermeister Biondeu who has had to deal with a great, great 
deal already.  On the 28th of February, the Burgermeister had to issue a re-done 
financial statement via Witt XI 8129.0 (retrieved on 3 March 2013):
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Royal Treasury Report for February 2013

Burgermeister Statement: My first few days in my newly appointed position have been rough. 
Contacting individuals who have had involvement in the treasury in the past have been extremely 
difficult. I've been left with a lot of holes in reporting and documents that I am still trying to fill in. 
I have done my best with what I was able to locate/be given.

From 44RZ14 I was able to get our supposed starting balance in the treasury of $774.87US. 
Based on all known transactions for the 44 Cosa I came up with a total that should been 
transferred to me from the previous Burgermeister. Unfortunately, the amount I received was 
lower than intended by $49.36US. I have included this report as "Intended End of Cosa 44 
Financial Report". I am unsure exactly how this has happened but I feel that it may be a typo in 
44RZ14, there may be other accounts in other individual's possessions that have not been 
reported to me, Paypal fees not taken in to consideration, etc. This being said, I did some forensic 
accounting and came up with "Actual End of Cosa 44 Financial Report".

Going forward, the Royal Treasury will be publishing a monthly financial report that will include 
bank statements, screenshots of online statements, and a quick run down of any transactions 
performed. These documents may be marked up a little (such as blocking out my home address) 
but the money amounts will be left unmodified. I am doing this to prevent anything like this from 
happening in the future along with giving all of our citizen's the opportunity to audit the accounts 
at their discretion.

I also encourage the Ziu come up with more regulations regarding this position and perhaps 
legally require the Burgermeister to perform these monthly reports by law versus just good faith.
The final balance in the treasury at the end of Cosa 44 is $670.23. If any funds are found in the 
future, adjustments will be made at that time.

*signed on 2/28/13 at 7:30PM Central*
M.T. Patritz da Biondeu - Burgermeister of Inland Revenue
Istefan Perþonest - Minister of Finance
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Intended End of Cosa 44 Financial Report

Treasury Account
$0774.87 = Balance at Start of Cosa 44
-0050.35 = Chain (44RZ14 Section 1.a)
$0724.52
-0004.93 = Payment of Debt Owed on Ministry of Finance Account
$0719.59 = Ending of Cosa 44

Ministry of Finance Account
$0000.00 = Balance
+0272.00 = Stamp Kickstarter Fundraiser
-0026.48 = Stamp Kickstarter Fees
-0195.05 = Stamp Printing Fees
-0012.40 = Shipping of Stamp Kickstarter Perks
$0038.07
-0033.00 = National Flag (44RZ14 Section 1.b)
-0010.00 = Medallion (44RZ14 Section 1.a)
-0004.93 = Debt Owed by Treasury
+0004.93 = Debt Paid by Treasury
$0000.00 = Account Cleared

Actual End of Cosa 44 Financial Report

Treasury Account
$0725.30 = Balance at Start of Cosa 44
-0050.35 = Chain (44RZ14 Section 1.a) $0674.95
+0000.21 = Interested Earned $0675.16
-0004.93 = Payment of Debt Owed on Ministry of Finance Account
$0670.23 = Ending of Cosa 44

Ministry of Finance Account
$0000.00 = Balance
+0272.00 = Stamp Kickstarter Fundraiser
-0026.48 = Stamp Kickstarter Fees
-0195.05 = Stamp Printing Fees
-0012.40 = Shipping of Stamp Kickstarter Perks $0038.07
-0033.00 = National Flag (44RZ14 Section 1.b)
-0010.00 = Medallion (44RZ14 Section 1.a)
-0004.93 = Debt Owed by Treasury
+0004.93 = Debt Paid by Treasury
$0000.00 = Account Cleared

<end of post>
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To some people $670.00 is not a great deal of money, but to others it might serve 
as a tempting small fortune from which to borrow...with the best of 
intentions...to help pay off rent or make that car payment.  Or someone might 
really take the money and run.

Of course, this raises another horrible spectre: Talossa becoming something that 
would need to legally incorporate itself - a massive project that would entail the 
entire nation and could destroy the fabric of our already-somewhat-still-
fractured Talossan society.

I envision all sorts of trouble emanating from the fact of so much money at one 
time just lying about.  Happily, I believe we can trust in the current 
Burgermeister, but again, who knows what the future will bring.  

Who, then, will be watching the watchers, checks, and balances (in all senses)?

One solution would be to make sure there is as little money as possible in the 
Talossan treasury at any one time and to make sure we do not go on spending 
sprees with our new-found riches on things Talossa does not need.

Another is already on the way to being implemented: the ability for Talossan 
citizens to independently verify the integrity of our treasury on a month-to-
month basis with the availability of bank statements, PayPal activities, etc.  The 
Burgermeister makes a general outline in the above second Witt post as to the 
precise measures he will take to make sure things don't go awry.

However, unless Talossa 'goes legal', there will be really no way to make sure 
future Burgermeisters are on the mark with keeping track of things and keeping 
their fingers clean.  And if Talossa does 'go legal', it will mean the end of Talossa 
being a free community happily devoid of such things and the very end of any 
vestige of the free and ad-hoc friendship network of pure trust that, however-
oddly-and-flawed it may have been, was the hallmark of the in-person 
Milwaukee crowd of the 1970s-through-2005, that trust having been passed 
down to us who are Talossans today.

These are serious questions and matters which we can and must address as 
quickly as possible.  As E. B. proved, it was only a matter of time before 
someone somewhere violated the trust and integrity of our electoral system as 
he did.  

And it will only be a matter of time before some future thief takes what little 
gold we have and makes a break for the getaway car.
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New Talossan Seneschâl bling
3 March 2013 - GV, reporting: Our collective Talossan money is being well-spent 
thus far.  In addition to Talossan stamps coming soon and other things, we have 
this:

This is the happy brainchild of C. M. Servicül and Istefan Perthonest (sorry - 
cannot figure out how to do the thorn with a Windows keyboard on a Mac), the 
latter of whom was the visionary behind the Perthonest Plan which helped to 
bring the Return about.

C. M. Servicül had this to say via Witt XI 8091.7: 

A little more information on the symbolism of the new Seneschal's chain of 
office:

The chain is a custom work commissioned specifically for Talossa, not "off 
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the rack." The artisan who crafted it is not a jeweler, but an armourer who 
works in mail (chainmail), so the chain embodies the protection of armour. 
The medallion is a stylised compass rose or compass star made of 
interwoven mail rings. The compass symbolises the direction or guidance 
the Seneschal provides to the nation, the eight points or petals represent 
the eight provinces of Talossa united in strength, and the star pattern 
evokes the mullet of eight points (8-pointed star) on the Seneschal's badge 
of office. <end of quote>

It was delivered to Herr Perthonest's house on 13 February, and upon receiving 
same, he had this to say via Witt XI 8091.0

38RZ3, the Shiny Objects Act, establishes, in part, that "The Seneschal 
shall wear a chain of office of sufficient ostentation as befits the leader of 
Talossa, representing the burden of being shackled to the nation's welfare."

44RZ14, the Budget for the 44th Cosa Act, establishes, in part, that "up to ℓ
70 ($105US) for purchase of a chain of office for the Seneschal in 
accordance with 38RZ3 (The Shiny Objects Act). "

Today (at what was a total expense of $60.35) a Seneschal's Chain of Office 
arrived on my doorstep. It is heavy, quite well-made to my eye, and lovely. 
I will be mailing it to the Seneschal shortly.

The picture attached [see above pic in this issue of Oraclâ] is of the chain 
(specifically, the one that the creator sent me before shipping).  

<end of quote>

NOTE on this article: I know I leave lots and lots of whitespace at the end of 
pages.  This is done to minimize the breaking up of Witt posts into multiple 
pages.  
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Anniversary...of what??

This is the original masthead for Wittenberg X.  
It was put together by Martì-Paír Furxhier 

and was hosted on his www.cablan.net

25 Feb. 2013 - GV, reporting: Looking through the previous issue of Oraclâ 
magazine (No. 81, to be exact), Editor-in-Chief Gödefrïeu Válcadác'h to his great 
horror realized he had put in the beautiful old Wittenberg X original masthead 
into the front cover...and failed to mention it in the magazine!

It turns out that this past 20 February marks the ten-year anniversary of 
Wittenberg X going live for the first time.  It served the kingdom well until 1 
June 2004 and served the Republic until about 2006 when it was replaced by 
Wittenberg XII.  

The Kingdom's replacement for Wittenberg X was what is its current 
Wittcarnation: Wittenberg XI, which went online in the week following 1 June 
2004.  When the Republic of Talossa was dissolved last April, we in the Republic 
left our Wittenberg XII and made the trip to Wittenberg XI.  Hence, for the 
second time ever, Talossans reverted from a newer Wittenberg to an older 
Wittenberg.  The first time this happened was at the demise of the short-lived 
Wittenberg IX in early 2003.
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SoS not nearly as orc-looking as feared...

The above photo surfaced of SoS Iustì Carlüs Canun in top-half sparkle (heaven 
only knows what he was not wearing below the belt!) with the official SoS 
stamp.  In his relatively-short time with us, this great Talossan has done 
awesome things for our nation, and is a true example of the best of Talossanity!

Rants & Raves 
Reaction to Oraclâ No. 81

"Nice issue. I appreciated a lot the article about you and Ian and of course the 
one about the Okay, Promise This act." - Lüc da Schir via Witt XI

"Cool read, GV!" - C. Carlüs Xheraltescu via Witt XI
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